Statistical Gesture Models for 3D Motion Capture
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1. Introduction
Monocular video based markerless 3D motion capture has the intrinsic limitation of
poor precision and robustness. Many conditions like occlusions, image blur, poor
image resolution, depth ambiguities etc. often confuse the tracker.
In this paper, we propose using statistical gesture models as guides to constrain and
disambiguate 3D tracking for a set of human motions. A set of example gestures with
variations was initially generated using Greta [1] expressive conversational agent.
Then gestures are statistically described with Gaussian Process Dynamic Models
(GPDM) [2] and used as constraints while tracking specific gestures. The interest of
this approach is demonstrated with results.

2. Generation of example gestures
The library of gestures we used for the learning phase of our tracking algorithm is
composed of animation sequence of a 3D virtual agent [1]. The gestures of the agent
were defined by analyzing a corpus of human dyads that converse together. In this
corpus we looked for gestures that appear repetitively. Every person has one’s own
behaviour style. Some person gesticulates a lot, another does very slow gestures,
another ample ones, etc. To encompass such a variety of behaviour expressiveness in
our library, we have modulated each gesture of the agent with a set of expressive
parameters [1]. Thus for each gesture reproduced from the video corpus, we had a
large variety of ‘similar’ gestures.

3. Gesture modeling and 3D motion capture
Gaussian process dynamic models (GPDM) [2] are a powerful approach for
probabilistically modeling high dimensional time related data through dimension
reduction. It can learn probability motion models from small training data sets as a
mapping between the full-dimensional data space and a low-dimensional latent space

and a dynamical model in the latent space. Fig.1 gives two conversational gestures
from our gesture library and their corresponding gesture trajectories in 3D latent
space. Each circle on the trajectories corresponds to a body pose.
Those gesture models were used as constraints while tracking specific gestures [3].
Each candidate pose is projected into the latent gesture trajectory, so enforcing the
captured motion regularity.

Fig.1 Two conversational gestures and their corresponding gesture models in 3D latent space.

Fig. 2 Gesture models as constraints in monocular video based 3D motion capture. Left:
captured motion without using gesture models. Right: captured motion using gesture models
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